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Abstract

The standard Lagrange multiplier test for heteroskedasticity was originally developed assuming nor-

mality of the disturbance term [see Godírey (1978b), and Breueh aod Pagan (1979)]. Therefore,

the reeulting test depende heavily on the normality assumption. Kcenker (1981) suggmte a stu-

dentized form which is robuat to nonnormality. Thie approacó seems to be limited because of the
unavailabílity of a general procedure that traoaforma a test to a robust one. Following Bickel (19T8),

we use a different approach to take scwunt of nonnormality. Our teats will be baxd on the score

function which is defined as the negative derivative of the log-denaity function with respect to the

underlying random variable. To implement the te~t we use a nonparametric eatimate of the score

function. Our robust test for heteroekedasticity ie obtained by running a regreaeion of the product

ot the score function and ordinary least squarea reaiduals on some exogenoue variables which are

thought to be causing the óeteroekedasticity. We also use our procedure to develop a robust test for

autocorrelation which can be eomputed by regreseing the score tunctiou on the lagged ordinary least

squares residuals and the independent variablee. Finally, we carry out an extensive Monte Carlo

study which demonstratea that our propoeed teata hsve superior finite eample properties compared

to the standard tests.
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1 Introduction

Conventional model specification tests are performed with some parametric, uaually the Gauaeian,
assumptions on the stochastic procesa generating a model. Theae parametric specification teats have
the drawback of having incorrect sizea, auboptimal power or even being inconaiatent when any of
the parametric specificationa of the etochastie proce~a is incorrect, [aee Box ( 1953), ~key ( 1980),
Bickel ( 1978) and Kcenker ( 1981) for theoretical arguments, and Bera aad ]arque (1982), Bera and
McKenzie ( 1986), and Davidson and MscKinnon ( 1983) tor Monte Carlo evidence]. In thia paper,

we uae a nonparametric estimate of acore tunction to develop aome tests for heteroskedasticity and
sutocorrelation which are robuat to diatributional mieapecifications.

The importance of the acore function, defined as ~(r) - - log J'(r) --~, where J(r)
is the probability density function of a random variable, to robust statiatical procedures has been
sporadiwlly mentioned, implicitly or explicitly, throughout the past tew decades [see, e.g., Ham-
pel (1973, 1974), Bickel ( 1978), Kcenker ( 1982), ]oiner and Hall (1983), Maneki ( 1984), and Cox
(1985)]. Only during the past decade, numerous works were done on nonparametric eatimation of
the score function, [see Stone ( 1975), CaórgG and Révé~z ( 1983), Manaki ( 1984), Cox ( 1985), Cwc
and Martin ( 1988), and Ng (1991a, 19916)]. These facilitate our development of nonparametric tests
of specifications using the score function without making any explicit parametric asaumption on the
underlying distribution. Therefore, we expect our procedures to be immune to loas of powers and
incorrect sizes caused by distributional misapecifications.

The use of the score function in the context of model specification testing is not new. Robuatifying

the procedures of Anscombe ( 19G1) aud Anscombe and Tukey (19G3), Bickel ( 1982) derives the tat

statistics for testing nonlinearlity and heteroskedasticity which implicitly use the score function, [ace

also Pagan and Pak ( 1991)]. In this paper, we follow the Lagrange multiplier test procedure aad
derive the test statisticx whicó turn out to be functiona of the ecore function.

Our nonparametric test fot heteroskedasticity is obtained by running a regression of the product

oC the acore function and the ordinary least squares residuaL3 on some exogenoua variablea which are

thought to be causing the heteroekedasticity. The nonparametric sutoconelation teBt is performed

by regressing the score function on the lagged residuals and the independent variables, which may

include Iagged dependent variablea. We also ehow in the papet that when normality assumption is

true, our tests for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation reduce to the familiar Breuach and Psgan

(1979) or Godfrey ( 19786) tests tor heteraekedasticity and Breuach (1978) or Godfrey ( 1978a) tmta

for autocorrelation respectively.
We perform an extensive Monte Carlo study which demonstrates that our proposed teats have

superior finite sample propertiea compared to the standard teata when the innovation deviates trom
normality while still retain comparable performances under the normal innovation.

The model and the test statistirs are introduced and defined in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive

the one-directional test statistics for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Section 4 gives a brief

revíew of existing score function estimation techniques and a description of the acore estimator uaed

in the Monte Carlo study. The finite sample performances of the conventional test atatistics and our

proposrd nonparametric tests are reported in Section 5.
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2 The Model and the Test Statistics

2.1 The Model
In order to compare our findinga with thoae of previous atudiea, we conaider the following general
model which incorporatea varioua deviationa from the clasaical linear regreesion model

Y(L)Y~ - z~ t u; i- 1,...,n (1)
à(L) u; - c; (y)

where y; ie a dependent variable, x; ia a k x 1 vector of non-stochaatic explanatory variablea,t9 u a
k x 1 vector of unknown parametere, and y(L) and á(L) are polynomials in the lag operator with

7(L) - 1 - ~, 7lLi
i-i
v

6(L) - t - ~biL' .
i-1

The normalized innovation term ia defined ae s; - ó. The innovation c; ia independently diatributed
and has a symmdrtic ptobability density function f,(c;) - ej,(é ) with the loeation parameter
assumed to be zero and the acale parameter taking the form

o; - h(v;a)

in which v; is a q x 1 vector of fixed variablea having one as ite firat element, a' -(ai, a~) ia a q x
1 vector of unknown parametero, and h ia a~nown, amooth positive tunction with continuoua first
derivative. The score function of the innovation c; ie defined as

P.(~~) 1 j~(z:) - 1 f;J~~(r~) -
-Í~(Er) - -a~Í.(z;) - o;tb,(o). (3)

Model ( 1) and (2) can be written more compactly aa

y~
u;

where

- Y'y i- z;~ } u; (4)
- U;b t E; (5)

K - (y;-~, . , y~-m)'
U~ - (u;-i,...,u.-v)~

Y - (Y~~...~Ym)'
á - (ái,...,6P)' .

lu matrix form the model is

y - Yy f XQ t u- WC f u

u - Uá ~ t
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where

~ - lln r - r~ ~ x - ~yn~ u - ~u~~~ ~ ~

u - U~ w - [r:x] - f ~ 1 c - ( ~ ) '[-~ L J
2.2 Test Statistics

Most conventional hypotheses teatings utilize the likelihood ratio (LR), Wald (W), or Lagraage

multiplier (LM) principle. Each has its own appeals. The LR tat ia fsvorable when a computu

package conveniently producea the conatrained and unconatrsined likelihooda. The Wald test ia

preferable when the unreatricted MLE ia easier to estimate. in model apecification teats, LM ia the

preferred principle aince the null hypotheses can uaually be written as reatricting s subset ot the

parameters ot interest to zero and the restricted MLE becomea the OLS eatimator for the claesical

normal linear model.
Even though our nonparametric approach to specification tmta does not lead to the OLS eatima-

tor for the restricted MLE under the null hypothesis, we will demonstrate that LM teat can etill uae
the OLS or some other consistent estimators and apecification testa can be performed convenieatly
through most of the popular computer packagea. For this reason, we concentrate eoldy on deriving
the LM test statistics in this paper.

Let l;(B) be the log-density of the ith observation, whete B is a axl vector of parameters. The
log-likelihood function for the n independent obaervationa ia then

1 - f(B) - ~l;(B) .
~-~

ThP hypothesis to be tested is:

Ho : h(B) - 0 .

where h(B) is an r x I vector function of B with r G s. We denote H(B) - 8h(B)~8B' and assume
that rank(H) - r, i.e. there are no redundant reatrictions. The LM atatistic is given by

LM - d'Z'~d

where d- d(B) - 81~88 is the score vector,
x

Z - Z(B) - Var[d(B)] - -E[aBBB'] - E[8B8B']

is the information matrix and the `"'s indicate that the quantitiee are evaluated at the restricted
MLE of B. Under Ho, LM is distributed as X; asymptotically.
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3 Specification Tests

The usual one-directional specification tests of the model given by ( 1) and (2) in Section 2.1 involve

testing the following hypotheees:

1. Homoskedasticity (H): Ho : a~ - 0, assuming 6- 0.

2. Serial Independence (1): Ho : b- 0, assuming áz - 0.

3.1 Test for Heteroskedasticity

Breusch and Pagan (1979) derived the LM test statisticfor testing the presence of heteroskedaeticity
under normality assumption. Here we provide the tull derivation for the LM statistic since the
situation is somewhat different due to the nonparametric specification ot the innovstion diatribution.

Aesuming b - 0, the p.d.f. of the etochastic procene specified in Section 2.1 cso be written ae
'-,t.(é )-

o We shall partition the vector of parametere of model ( 4) and (5) into

B -
ál I ` BY
áq

The log-likelihood function is then given by

1(B) - ~{logÍ, ~u~~ - logoi~
o;

- ~ S logi, I h(v,á) 1 - Z log(h(v~a)) 1 .

The score vector unde`r Ho belcomes

a8~)lé - - - {I,~á~óY~~

-Y - ~- ~~,(u~)'ó ó-i

ep)Ig - ~ - {f,(" )~x~}

-' ~rd~dx, - 0- ~~ -'

8l(B) 1,~ r- Í;(á`) ui ~
8á 8 - 2.-~ Sl fr ~~~ 03n

(ál)~i -
h~(ni)v.l
Ó

] '1



- h2Q~'i~~v~{~.(o)(o~)
- 1}

where óx - h(á;), u; - y; - Y'y - s;~, á;, y and ~ are the rmtricted MLE obtained aa the
solutiona to the above first order conditiona.

If we partition the information matrix into

Z Z~~ Zix
- ( Zxi Zxx

corresponding to B-(~,B'x)', we can see that

Z;x - Z' - -E ~ 8xr Jx' - `8Bi8B~
- E 1 h'(v~a) f ~G,(ui)( 1)W~ f (~)d'~(W )WiJ vi1 ~ (8){ 2~ o; L o; o; o; ' o;

i-l

With the asaumption of a aymmetric p.d.f. for u;, Z~x - Zs~ - 0 due to the fact that both terme
in (6) are odd functions. The lower right partition of Z is given by

Zxx - Varldx(B)1 - Var(aBBe)]

Letting c; - ze e. o~d g; -~.(é)(é~) - 1~.(W)u;~ we ge0

dx(B) - ~c;v;(g; - 1)
.-~

from the first order conditions. This a ives ua

Zxx - ~c?v;Var(g;)v~ .
;-i

Denoting o~ - Var(g;), we óave

Zxx - o~ ~ c; v;v;'.

We can estimate oy by the consistent eatimator

óx -a
n x

~; nl g; - Í~; n~ g~ Í

and get

n x
x xl ~.~-~9? r~'-~9;1 - ~.i-rg~ - 1oi - o~ i - 'n - ` ~n J - n
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since ~" ~ g; - n from the first order condition tor ai. Let

9 - ~ 9~ ~ , V - ~ v~ ~ 1 - ~ 1 ~

Since the information matrix ie bloclc disgonal, the LM statiatin for testing

r 1 r a~
Ho : 10 : I J I.. . - 0

lll L az

can be written as

LMH d'zZ~~~ dz

0~(9 - 1)'V{V'V}-~V'(9 - I)

- ~{9V(V'V)~t V'9 - 29 1 f n10

- o, {9V(V'V )-1 V'9 - 91(1'1)-1 1~91

If we subatitute ój for oj into LMy, we get

LMH -~~ {g'V (V'V)-t V'y - 91(1'1)-t 1~9Jà

The LMH test is not feasible and neither is LMH becauae óhe score funetion ~b of the innovation

is unknown and, hence, prevents us trom solviná for the reatricted MLE ~i, y, and ~B. To obtain s

feasible venion of the LMH atatietic, let y and ~ be any wealcly wosistent estimaton, e.g. the OLS

eatimaton, for y, and ~ reapeetively, snd t'b; be a weakly eonsiatent eatimator for the true score

function ~, over the interval (ut;l, ut„1]. Hete ultl and ul„1 are the extreme order statistiu of the
~

consiatent residuals. Denoting g; - tG; (u;) ( u;) and à~ - aj' - 1, we defiae our operational
form of the LM statiatic as

LMq - lq {9 V(V'V)-~ V~9 - 91(1'1)-~ 1~9Jó~

- nR~

where R~ is the centered coefficient of determination from running a regresaion ot y on V.

We now demonstrate that under the null hypothesis, LMy is asymptotically distributed ae
D

Xt-~. Since LMy ia the atandard Lagrange multiplier statiatic, under Ho, LMy -y X~-t. Under

homoakedasticity, we are in an lID eet up and hence àj - o~ - oy(1). Hence, under the null, LMH

and LMH will have the same asymptotic diatribution. Next we ahow the asymptotic equivalence of
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LMH and LMq. Fint, we note that, under Ho, u; - u; - oP(1). Since ,(i, ie a continuous function,

~,(G;) - tL,(u;) - oP(1). Wilh ~; being consistent over [ál;l,ut„IJ, y; - 9; - 0~(1), and therefore

ó' - ó~ - or(1). Next we consider the numeraton of LMy and LMH. Theee numeraton are

based on the OLS regresaion of, respectively y and 'y on V. Let us denote q- (V'V)-~V'y and

il -(V'V )- ~ V'g. Now denoting d e y- g, we have

n-n - (nV)-, (Vnd)

V'V` ~ I "
- ~nJ - n~v;dt

` -i

Cox (1985,p.276) ahowed that [d;I - I9; - 9;I - O~(n-~) for 0 C 6~~. Theretore, ~~; i[dt~ -
Op(1). Suppose ~v~~,..., ~v„~ are bounded by m G oo, then we can write

n I`u~d~li-1
G

G

~ ~~u;d;~
n i-1

nm
n ~Id;~

-t

m 1 ~
n~ nj-` ~ ~d;~

i-l
ov(1)

This establishes that LMN and LMN are asymptotically equivalent, and hence, under No,

DLMH y Xi-;.
Several interesting special casm can easily be derived from LMp aseuming differc.nt apecifica-

tion foc f,(c;). For example, under the normality assumption on j,(c;), rb,(W) - u;~o~, and

LMy - LMBp y 0, where LMBp is the LM statistic for teating heteroslcedaaticity in Breusch

and Pagan (1979). If J,(r;) is a double exponential distribution [Box and Tiao (1973, p.157)j, LMp
asymptotically becomes the Glesjer's ( 19G9) statistic which regresses ~u;~ on u;, [see Pagan and Palt

T(1991)]. Finally, for the logistic innovation, our LMN etatistic is obtained by regression u; (~ ; t t)

on v;. Note that the score functions for the double exponential and logietic diatributions sre bounded,
and therefore, the latter two tests might perform better for fat tailed distributions.

3.2 Test for Serial Correlation

Given the model specified by (4) and (5) along with the assumption a- 0, the null hypothesis for
no serial independence is

No: b-0.
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Writing

0
B,

B - B~ - ~ ,

b

our model for teating eerial independence can be written aa

Y; - 9;(W;,U;;Bz) t i~

where Bz is a(m f k~ p) x 1 vector and the c;'s are LLD. with aymmettie p.d.f. j,(c;)
in which Bl ie the scale parameter.

The log-likelihood tunction ia

!(B) - ,~ IIoBÍ. ~B ~ - logB, Jl `i

and the firat order conditiona for the restricted MLE are

ar I -
áa ;

a j (n;l 1~~1` J-Y-o-~ a a~~ ~u;~!
-x; - 0

-~ à ó

c-.
~~ 1 u; ~ 1L `a á~;-~

(7)
- }í,(~;),

where the '"s again denote quantitiea evaluated at the reatricted MLE, u; - y; - Y'y - x;~,
and U; - (u;-,,...,u;-y)'.

With the symmetry assumption on j,(c;), as betore, it ean be easily proved that

E(a'qe)~ae,aB,) - o .
We, therefore, only need to evaluate dz and Zzz if we are teating for restrictiom on B~. Denotina Q
as a n x (m t k f p) matrix with the ith row being 8q;(W;, U;; Bz)~aB'~ and ~Y a n x 1 vector with

elementa ~; - f~, (a~) - ~,(f;), we have

j; ~~,~ !
dz - - ~ éQ;

;-~ j. ~ó,~ ~

- Q'~v
ancl

Eldzdzl - Q'(Ea~v~')Q
- a~Q'Q
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where o~ - E(~Y;)~. The LM~ statistic for teating No : 6 - 0 ie given by

~'Q(Q'Q)-1Q'~-~LM~ -

where a~ - E(~Y; )I .

Letting b3 -~ be the consisten0 eatimator for o~,, we have

~~á(Q~Q)-~Q~~Y
LMi - -~-

o{

Similar to the te~t for heteroskedasticity, neither LMf nor LMr ie feasible. To obtain a feasible

vereion of the LM teat, let Bz be any weakly consistent estimator for Bs, tb; be a weakly eooaiatent
estimator for the true score function i(r, over the interval [i~~l,i~„1], i; - y; - q;(W;,Ut;B~), ~Y
a n x I vector with elementa ~Y; - 1G; (i;), Q a n x(m t k t p) matrix with the ith row being
8q;(W;, U;; 9z)~8B'r and Qi -~Y'~Y~n, then the feasible LM statistic for teatina xrial independence
in model (7) is given by

ÍMr - ~~Q(Q'Q)-~Q'~ - nRr~-
i

where R~ is the uncentered coefficient of determination of regreming ~'Y oo (,~.
Notice that the n x(m .} k t p) matrix Q above has component f,j; -(Y,', x;, U;). This

facilitates the following simpler LM statistic.

V~'U [U~U - U'W (W'W)-' W'U, -r U'~Y
LM~ - x - nR~

ói
(8)

where R~ is the uncentered coefficient of determination of rcgresaing ~Y on U and W due to the
orthogonality given in the first order condition on the score veetor under Ko. A well known alter-

native for comQuting the LMr statistic is to regreas ~Y on U and W and teat the significmce of the
coefficients of U. Following similar arguments as in the case of heteroekedasticity, we can show that

under serial independence, LMf D Xy.

As in the case of LMp, several interestin~speeial cases ean be obtained from LM~. Under

normality assumption, we have ~Y; - c; and LM; - LMg~ ti 0, where LMB~ is the LM etatistic
for testing autocorrelation in Breusch (1978) and Godfrey (1978a). The test can be performed by
regression i on U and W. When the density of the innovation is double exponential, our teat is
performed by regressing sign(i;) on U; and W,'. This is similar to the sign test for randomneae of a

proceas. If the innovation has a logistic density, our LM f test is equivalent to regressing 'T on

U;' and W,'.
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4 Score ~nction Estimation

'fhe score (imclion as defined in (3) plays an important role in many sepect~ of statutiu. It can

be used for datn exploration purpoee, for Fiaher information eatimation and tor the coastruction of

adaptive estimators of semiparametric econometric models in robus0 econometriu [see e.g. Cox and

Martin ( 1988) and Ng ( 1991a)J. Here we ux it to eonstruct the nonparametric tnt statiatiu LMp

and LM~.
Mast existing score tunctioa eetimators sre constructed by computing the negative logarithmie

derivative of some kernel based density mtimatora [see e.g. Stone ( 1975), Manski ( 1984), and Cox

and Martin ( 1988)]. Cetirgó and Révész ( 1983) auggeated a nearest-neighbor approach. Modifying

the approach suggested in Cox ( 1985), Ng (1991a) implemented an et6cient algorithm to wmpute

the smoothing spline score estimator that solved

min J(~G~ - 2,6')dF„ .} a f(1b"(z))~dz (9)
yEX~(a,Ij

where Hz[a, 6] - {~G :{G, ~' are absolutely continuous, and f; [rr"(z)]zdz G oo}. The objective
function ( 9) is the ( penalized) empirical analogue of minimizing the followíng mean-squared etror:

J(~L - t~o)zdFa - f(tGz - ZrG')dFo -F f d~ódFo (10)

in which {Go is the unknown true score function and the equality ia due to the fact that under wme
mild regularity conditions [see Cox ( 1985)]

f ~GuCdFo - - f Jó(z)~(x)dz - r ('dFo.

Since the second term on the right handJside of (10) is independent of rG, minimizing the mean-

squared error may focus exclusively on the fin:t term. Minimizing ( 9) yields a balance between

"fidelity-to-data" measured by the mean-squared error term and the smoothness represented by the

second term. As in any nonparametric acore function estimator, the emoothingapline acore estimator

has the penalty parameter a to chooee. The penalty parameter merely controls the tradeoR between

"fidelity-to-data" and smoothnesa ot the estimated score function. An automatic penalty parameter

choice mechanism is suggested and implemented in Ng (1991a) through roówst inJormatioa criteria

[sec Ng (19916) for a FORTRAN source codes].

The performances of the kernel based score eatimators depend very mucó on uaing the correct

kernel that re(íecta the underlying true diatribution generating the atochastic proceee beeides chooeing

the correct window width. The right choice of kernel bewmea even more important tor obeervations

in the tails where density is low sinte few observations will appear in the tail to help smootó things

out. This sensitivity to wrrect kernel choice is further amplified in score function eatimation where

higher derivatives of the density are involved [see Ng (1991a)]. It ie found in Ng (1991a) that the

smoothing spline score estimator which finds its theoretical justification Gom an expticit statistical

decision criterion, i.e. minimizing the mean-squared error, is more robust than the ad hoc estimatore,

like the kernel based eatimators, to distribution variations. We, therefore, use it to conatruct our

nonparametric test statistics.
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Since no estimator can estimate the tails of the ecore function securately, some form of trimming
is needed in tbe taila wherc obaervations arc scarre to amooth thingx out. Cox (1985) showed that the
amoothing spline score estimator achieved uniformly weak coneiatency over a bouuded linite support
[ao,bs] which containa the observationa st,...,x,,. Denoting the eolution to (9) as ~b(z), the scorc

estimator used in constructing our nonparametric atatistica LM y and LM~ given in Section 3 takee
the (orm

d'~(s) - 1 t~(s) if zltl C s C xl„1 . (11)
l 0 otherwise

5 Small Sample Performances

All the results on the LM statiatica discussed earlier are valid only asymptotically. We would,
therefore, like to atudy the finite sample behavior of the various atatistic~ in thia eection. We are
interested in the closeness of the diatribulions of the statistiu undu the null, Ha, to the asymptotic
X~ dixtribuliunx, the relimatrx of the probabilities of Type-1 error ae well aa the eetimated powero.
The LM statiatice involved in U~ia simulation are LMy [given in GodGey (19786), and Breuach

and Pagan (1979)], LMi (given in Breusch (1978), and Godfrey (1978a)], LMy and LM~. For the
LM statistics, the cloaeness of the distributiona under the null to the asymptotic X~ distributions
are measured by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov atatiatirs, the estimated probabilities of Type-1 errore are
measured by the portion of rejectione in the replications when the asymptotic X~ significant valuea
are used, and the eatimated powers are measured by the number of time~ the test statiatics exceeded
the corresponding empiricalsignificant points divided by the total number of replications.

We are using the simulation models of Bera and ]arque (1982) and Bera and McKenzie (1986)
so that our results can be compared with their prior findings. The linear regression model is given
by

Y~ - ~z:jiii f u~
j-1

where s;~ - 1, z;z are random variates from N(10,25), x;y from the uniform U(7.5, 12.5) and
z;~ from X~a. The regression matrix, X, remain the same from one replication to another. Serial
correlated (I) errors are generated by the first order autoregressive (AR) process, u; - pu;-t t
c;, where ~p~ c l. As in Bera and Jarque (1982), and Bera and McKenzie ( 1986), the level of
autocorrelation is categorized into `weak' and `strong' by setting p- pi - 0.3 and p- pz - 0.7,

respectively. Heteroskedasticity (H) are generated by E(c;) - 0 and V(c;) - o? - 25 f qo;,
where ~~ N(10,25) and q is the parameter that determines the degrce of heteroskedasticity,

with q - rt~ - 0.25 and q - rn - 0.85 represent 'weak' and `strong' heteroskedasticity
nspectivcly. In order to study the rohustness of the various test statietics to distributional deviations

from the cuuventional Gaussian innovation assmnption, the non-normal (73) disturbances used are

(1) the Student's t distribution with five degrees of freedom, ts, which represent moderately thick-

tail distributions, (2) the log-normal, (og, which represent asymmetric diatributiona, (3) the beta
distribution with scale and shape parameters 7, B(7,7), which represent distributions witó bounded
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supports, (4) the 509ó normal mixture, NM, of two norrnal diatributiona, N(-3, 1) and N(3, 1),
which represents bi-modal diatributiona, (b) the beta disttíbution with scale 3 and ehape 11, B(3,11),
which represents asymmetric diatributiona with bounded supports, and (6) the contaminated normal,
CN, which is the standard normal N(0, 1) with .0596 contamination from N(0, 9), that attempts to
capture contamination in a real lik aituation. All diatributiona are normaliud to having variance 25
under Ho. Figure 1 preaents the ecore functiona of all the above diatributiona. Notice from Fiaure

1 that diatributiona with thiclcer taila than the normal have recedin6 score in the tails while thaae
with thinner tails than the normsl have progreaeive score in the taila.

The experimenta are performed for aample aiu N- 25, 50, and 100. The number of replication
is 250. The Komogorov-Smirnov atatiatica for the various LM etatiatia are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistics for Teating Departures from X~ distribation

1)inturbaui~r 5n~uplc 5izr
Distribution 25 50 100

LM~~ 0450 .0429 .0510
N(0,25) LM~ .0457 . 0381 .0380

LMy .0734 . 0504 .0288
LMr .0440 . 0398 .0420
LMN .0754 . 1385 .1187

tb LM~ .070T . 0351 .0880

LMH .0444 .0436 .Oti74
LMi .0454 . 0293 .0706
LMH .1787 . 3005 .4787

log LM~ .0676 .0680 .0522

LMN .0440 .0394 .0371

LMf .0511 .0588 .0714
LMX .0512 .0504 .0620

B(7,7) LM1 . 0390 .0452 .0365

LMN .0399 . 0653 .0472

LM f .0333 . 0607 .0336
LMH .2372 .2837 .3548

NM LMj .0453 . 0242 .0470

LM y .0386 . 0514 .0424

LM~ .0333 .0509 .0276
LMX .0393 .0817 .0379

B(3, 11) LM~ .0721 0539 .0457

LM)~ 0487 .0987 .0301

LMi .094T . 0685 .0496
LMH .0964 . 1104 1685

CN LMi . 0396 . 0444 .0849
LMx 0447 . 0416 .0387

LMr 0539 0450 090G

The 501o critical values for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistit for the sample sizea of 25, 50, and100
are .2640, .1884 and .1340 respectively while the 196 critical valuea for 25, 50 and100 observations

are .3166, .2260, and .1608 respectively [Pearson and Hartley ( 1966)J. In Table 1, the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics that are significant at the 196 level are boxed. ~om Table 1, it is clear that
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no significant departure from the asymptotic X~ diatribution can be wncluded at either 546 or 146

level of aignificance for all LM atatistics under N(0, 25), B(7,7), and B(3,11). The departure írom

the x2 diatribution becomes more noticeable for LMy as the sample siu gets bigger when the

diaturbance term tollows the log, NM or CN distributions. This ia illustrated in Figure 2 for log

and Figure 3 for the NM diaturbance terms; both sample sizea equal 100. Botó figurca are plots of

the nonparametric adaptive kernel density eatimates of LMj! and LMp [see Silverman (1988) for
dctaila of adaptíve kernel density eetimationJ. We can ece that LMy has thinner tail under NM

and thicker tail under log than the asymptotic X~ distribution. This suageats that under the null

hypothesis of homoakedaaticity and eerial independence, the distribution ot the conventional LM

statiatic for testing óeteroskedasticity deviatea away from the X~ distribution es the diatribution of

the disturbance term departs further from the normal distribution in shape while our nonparametric

heteroekedasticity test statistics arc more robust to these distributional devistions. From Figurn 2

and 3, it ia clear that at the tails, the distributions of LMH and the Xi are very close. To maintain

the correct size of a teat etstistic, only the tail of its distribution mattere. As we will sx later in

Table 2, the true T~e-1 error probabilities of LMp are very close to the nominal level of 1096.

Both the LMj and LMr statiatic~ seem to be much leas sensitive to distributional deviatioas in the

disturbance term.
The estimated probabilities of Type-I error for the LM atatistire are reported in Table 2. The

estimated probabilities are the portiona of the replications for which the mtimated LM etatietics
exceed the asymptotic 1096 critical valuea of the X~ diatributiona. Since the number of replica-
tion is 250, the standard errors of the eatimated probabilitiee of Type-I error is no bigger than

0.5(1 - 0.5)~250 ~ 0.032.
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Table 2. Estimated Probabilities of Type I Erroro for the LM Statiatiee

Diaturbance Sample Sise
Distribution 25 50 100

LMH .080 .116 .112
N(0,25) LMi . 084 .092 .098

LMH .108 .128 .112
LMr .076 . 092 .100
LMH .108 . 208 .200

t6 LM~ .108 . 088 .104
LMH .108 . 088 .068
LMr .I18 .092 .104
LMH .248 . 388 .544

log LM~ . 084 .OBO .080
LMy .112 . 088 .108
LMr .100 . 136 .104
LMH .076 .072 .068

B(7,7) LMÍ . 084 .124 .100

LMH .116 .100 .100

LMr .072 . 124 .096
LMX .016 .016 .000

NM LMi 144 .116 .064
LMrr .120 .084 .108

LMi .112 .104 .084
LMN .088 . 124 .104

B(3, 11) LMi .076 .080 .104

LMy .128 . 100 .112
LMr 072 .076 .100
LMfr .144 .204 .228

CN LMi .100 .064 140
LMN .088 .092 .100
LMr .092 .068 l44

Frow Table 2, it is obvious that tbe Type-f error probabilities for our nonparametric test statistics,

LMy and LMr are very close to the nominal 109ó level under almost all aample sizes and distri-
butions. On the other hand, lhe true sizes for LMy could be very óiah. For example, when the

distribution is log, for sample of size 100, LMN rejects tlie true null hypothesis of homoskedaaticity
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549b of the times. When the diatribution ia ta or CN, LMN alao overly rejects, though lesa severely.
As we have noted while discussing the implications of Figure 2, over rejection occurs since the die-
tribution of LMH has much thiclcer tail when the normality asaumption ia violated. On the other

hand, the effect ot NM diatribution on LMy ia quite the oppasite. LMH has thinner tail thm x~
as noted in Figure 3 reaulting in very low Type-1 error probabilities. The Typo-l error probabilitiea

tor LMH ia, in wntraat, very cloee to the nominal significant Ievel of 1096.
Aa we obaerved in Table 1 thst LM~ ia not ae sensitive to depsrtura from normality as LMH ia

and hence the deviationa from the 1096 Typo-l error probsbility of LM~ are not se aevere aa those of
LMN. These findings are conaiatent with thoee of Bero aod Jarque ( 1982) sad Bers md McKensie
(1986), in which the LMp and LMj tests ónve inwrrect Typo-l ercor probabilities under loy and
ta when the asymptotic critical valuea of the x ~ distribution are ueed.

Given the above resulta that the estimated probabilities of Type-I error for the varioua LM

statistia are differcnt, it is only appropriate to compare the estimate powers ot the LM statistia
uaing the simulated critical valuea. The IOOa96 simulated critical valuea are the (1 - a) eampk

quantilea of the e~timated LM atatiatica. The eatimated powers ot the LM statistiu are, hence, the

number of timea the atatiatics ezceed the ( 1 - a) eample quantilea divided by the toW numbu of

replicationa. The a uaed in our replicationa ia 1046. The stmdard errora of the eatimated powen
are again c 0.032. The eatimated powers for N- 50 and 100 are presented in Table 3 and 4

respectively.
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T~ble 3. Fwtim~ted Poven for the LM SNtutic~
Number of OL~erv~tiun~ - ti0

Disturbmce Altern~tivd: Hi

Di~tributiotu ÍÍI(7t) ~~(m) x7(ot) X~(h) ~(~1l,Ot) ~(nt.h) ~Í~h.OI) ~(~h.h)

N(0,26) LM~
.a92
.112

.832

.119
.la
.ab2

.094
.998

.a4a

. 678
.292
.908

. 740

. 684
.37J
.992

LMx .524 . 780 .t00 .OBB .468 .972 .888 .378

LM I .118 . 308 .b88 .978 .b88 .988 .bb2 .988

.418 .808 .098 .Ob7 .388 .132 . 640 . 94

tt
X

LMÍ . 112 .120 .604 1.00 .b24 1.00 .638 1.000

LMy .432 .808 .104 .098 .398 .238 .800 .346

LM I .132 .140 .b04 .984 .b32 .972 .544 .980

.220 .292 .084 .032 .184 .0 .288 .084

Iog LM~ .108 .118 .b84 1.00 .b72 1.00 .b78 1.00

LMp .600 .7b2 .124 .132 A72 .220 .858 .972

LMr .092 .078 .748 .940 .71s .958 .BbB .980

X .880 .898 . 100 .080 .824 .252 .828 A48

B(7,7) LMl .108 .092 . b28 1.00 . bb2 1.00 . b84 1.00

LMq .648 . 8b2 .120 .088 .840 .278 . 788 .424

LM I .106 .092 .500 .998 .524 . 992 .564 .988

LMH .960 .986 .148 . 284 .916 .500 .992 .710

NM LMj .100 .098 .540 . 984 .b38 .982 .548 .992

LMyt .896 .958 . 17ti . 158 .824 .3b2 .928 .b48

LM I .104 .088 .844 .980 .744 .992 .b84 .988

LMH .588 . 844 .108 .092 .556 .284 .7M .4P4

B(3,I1) LMj .092 .tt8 . s72 .992 .808 .996 .B12 1.00

LMH .804 .848 .108 .I24 .588 .324 .784 .498

LMr .71s .120 . 580 .9b8 . 672 .988 .816 .986

LM' .398 .692 .088 .064 . 400 .180 .800 .278

CN
g

LMj . 104 .112 .524 .992 .580 .986 .548 '99Z

LMp .488 .708 .104 .104 .M8 .264 .838 .388

LMI .112 . 132 .524 .968 .SM .988 .b84 '984
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Table 1. Fitimated Powen for the LM S4tidic~
Number of Obeervation - 100

Di~turbmce Alternative: Ht

D'utribut;on~ HI(ql) ~l2(ryl) HÍ(vl) Hj(07) ~(Ot.it) ~(nl.0i) ~(fii.ot) ~(~17.Of)

M .840 .988 .082 . 080 .!!W .412 ..988 .8M
N(0,25) LM~ .124 .132 .884 1.00 A48 1.00 .848 1.00

LMy .808 . 978 .t00 . 072 .7a4 .408 .9b2 .840

LM 1 .120 . t 32 .ab2 1.00 .848 1.00 .818 1.00
N .686 .918 .080 .040 .838 .300 .878 A92

ty LMj .080 .088 .828 t.00 .88(1 1.OO .878 t.00

LMg .761 .9b2 .t44 .116 .700 .448 .884 .846

LM~ .084 . 06~ .928 1.00 .878 .992 ' .898 .996
y .258 . 361 .088 .008 .184 .Ob2 .300 .080

log LMj . 108 .112 .at2 1.00 .9M 1.00 .900 1.00

LM p .880 .972 .136 .124 .784 . 368 .928 .540

LM~ .lts .080 .988 1.00 .998 .992 .996 1.00
N .928 .996 . 104 .t00 898 .b32 .98~ .818

B(7,7) LM~ . 120 .120 .sb2 1.00 .832 1.00 .844 1.00

LMN .900 .992 .098 .088 .648 A82 .964 .748

LM 1 .118 . 120 .848 .998 .828 1.00 .848 1.00
LMg 1.00 1.00 . 212 .308 1.00 .792 t.00 .944

NM LM~ . 1M .112 . 908 1.OO .892 1.00 .898 1.00

LMN .992 .998 .084 .096 .980 .b12 .988 .780

LMt .112 .092 t.00 1.00 .964 1.00 .972 1.00
LM~'t .856 .98~ .080 .052 .792 A44 .988 .712

B(3,11) LM~ .112 .108 .884 1.00 .884 1.00 b78 1.00

LMp .884 .96t .084 .080 .792 .449 .960 .712

LMl .11s .092 .900 1.00 .880 .996 .880 1.00

LMjr .596 .828 .108 .032 .b48 .220 .780 .378
CN LMf .068 .072 .760 t.00 . 751 1.00 .762 1.00

LMp .6~8 . B9G .120 . 108 .688 .340 .84a A98

LMt .t)88 .092 .776 1.00 .784 .998 .800 1.00

First we note that the estimated powers of the parametric testa LMy and LM~ are eimilar to those

reported ín Bera and Jarque (1982), and Bera and McKenzie (1986). Regarding the powers of our

nonparametric tests LM y and LMt, we observe that they are comparable to their parametric coun-

terparts for N(0, 25), B(7,7), B(3, 11) and NM diaturbances. In particular, when the disturbance

distribution is normal, for which LMy and LMj are designed to perform best, we observe very
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little loss of power in using LMy and LMf. On the other hand, LMy eubatantially outperform
its parametric counterpart when the disturbance term follows a lognormal distribution. To eee the

difference between the performancea of LMy and LMy, we consider the case of lognormal distri-

bution with sample aize 50. LMH has "optimal" power of .832 for the alternative ~ÍI(rn) with
normal disturbance. However, the estimated power for LMy reducea to .292 whea the dieturbance

distribution ia lognormal. When we turther contaminate the data by strong autocorrelation, that

is under HI(rn, p~), the eatimated power ia merely .084, even leas than the aiu of the test. The

awttlu~dral puwcrr fur l.My for U~r' above LbrrY rituatiuna arn rcrpactivaly .700, .7L2 and .4T2. The

power do reducea with gradual contamination, but not as drastically as that of LMN. For the tb and

CN disturbances, the advantage of the nonparametric LMy becomes more eminant as the eample

size gets bigger, under which the nonparametric etficiency begins to ahow up. Note that all the

distributions ts, log, and CN, under which LMy outpedorma LMy, have thicket taila than the

normal diatribution. The B(7,7) and B(3, 11) distributiona, under which LMH ia comparable to

LMy, have thinner taila than the normal distribution. The NM diatribution, whicó óaa the same

tail behavior as the normal distribution doea not deteriorate the power of LMg substantially even
though the distribution of LMy deviatea quite remarkably írom the Xz under Hs as we noticed in

Figure 3. As we noted in Figure 1, the thick-tails distributions like ts and CN have receding acore
in the tails while thin-tails distributions have progressive score in the tails. It ia exactly the thick-

tails distributions that cause problems in conventional statistical methods and it is theae thick-tails
distributions that robust procedures are trying to deal with.

Thc parametric LMJ, however, seems to be less sensitive to distributional deviation ot the

innovation and, hence, there are no drastic differences between LM~ and LM f even for severe
departures Gom the normal distribution such as under ts log, and CN.

As was indicated above, both the LMy and LMy statistieB for testing heteroskedasticity are

not robust to misspecifications in serial independence. The power of both tests drop when there
are severe serial correlations preaent in the disturbances. The effect of urial correlation is, however,

more serious for LMH. For instance, when the sample size is 100 and the diatribution is ts, eatimated
power of LMy reduces by .424 (- .916 -.492) as we move trom HI(rh) to ~(rn, pz). On the

other hand, for LMy the power loss is .304 (- .952 -.698). This pattern is observed for almoat

all distributions. The powers of LMj and LM~ are, however, more robuat to violation on the
maintained assurnptiou of homoskedasticity. This is easily seen by looking at the powera of LMj

and LMr under three sets of alternatives: (i) HÍ(pi) and HÍ(pz); (ii) ÍÍ(qi,pi) and ~(qi,pz),

and (iii) HI(rh,pi) and HI(tI2,pT). Nevertheless, this suggeats that aome join testa or Multiple

Comparyson Procedure in the same spirit of Bera and Jarque (1982) will be able to make our tests

for heteroskedasticity more robust to violation on the maintained serial independence assumption.

FurU~ermore by adopting a nonparametric conditional mean instead of the linear conditional mean

model [see e.g. Lee (1992)) or even using a nonparametric conditional median specification [aee

e.g. Koenker and Ng (1992)] will further make our test statistics robust to misspecification on the

conditional structural modeL These extensions will be reported in future work.
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Our simulation reeults indicate thnt the distribution of our nonparametric LM ~tatistic for tdt-

ing heteroekedasticity are clo~er to the asymptotic X~ diatribution under homoakedaaticity and ~erial

independence for all distributione under inveatigation than its parametric counterpsrt. The para-

metric LM statistic for teating autocorrelation ia, neverthelesa, mucb less sensitive to departure

from the normality aesumption and hence fares ae good as ite nonparametric counterpart. The

e~timated probabilitiea of Type 1 Error for the nonparametric LM ststietics for testiag botó heC-

eroekedasticity and sutocorrelation arc also much closer to the nominal 1096 value. The superiority

of our nonparametric LM teat for heteroekedasticity becomm more prominenC as the sample size

increaerB and as the xverity of the departure ( meaaured roughly by the thiekneee in the taile ) from

normality increases. Therefore, we may conclude thst our nonparametric test statistics sre robuat

to diatributional misapecification and will be ueeful in empirical work.
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Figure 2 Distributions of LM Statistics
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Figure 3 Distributions of LM Statistics
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